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eNewsletter - December 21
Latest news

8th GA and Progress Meeting Online
Last 30th June 2021, the 8th General Assembly and Progress
Meeting of ReSISTant project took place online. Although missing
warmer days and happier ones, it was heartening to see our team
pushing ahead and working hard to achieve our goals.
If you would like to know more about the project, do not miss this
information published on CORDIS: EN

ReSiStant virtual booth at SUSNANOFAB 1st
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Networking
Event!
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Last 15th April, SUSNANOFAB 1st Networking event was held and
IDONIAL, as Dissemination work package leader of ReSISTant
project, was there. It was a great opportunity to anybody who
wanted to know more about the application of micro and
nanotechnology on real demonstrators related to industrial
compressors and aircraft turbofans! Here you can check the last news
about our project.

New updated info about ReSiSTant
demonstrators!
New information about demonstrators 1 and 2 has been released and
can be found in the project website. If you want to know more about
the aviation turbine demonstrators of GE Aviation, Lufthansa Technik
and TU Graz; or about the compressor demonstrator of MAN Energy
Solutions and RWTH Aachen, do not hesitate to have a look here!
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Recent project outcomes
This 6th ReSiSTant e-newsletter (December 2021) and the
previous ones are available on the project website.
Keep an eye on this section, new deliverables will be published
soon!
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Don't forget to suscribe to our newsletter by adding your
e-mail on "Newsletter" tab!

Consortium

Visit us!

Twitter - ReSiSTant project

eMail - ReSiSTant project
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